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Maluna Mondschein
Du schaffst das kleine Luftfee!

Maluna Moonlight – You Can Do It,
Little Wind Fairy!\x0D\x0A
Little Fairy with a Big, Caring Heart
Exam nerves … oooh, Maluna is in such a panic. She and the
little wind fairy, Minimee, are having to do the quill test that she
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missed when she was still at school. Luckily, they both have
plenty of fairy friends to help them.
A magical Maluna Moonlight story about nerves, courage and
friendship.

AUTHOR

Andrea Schütze
Andrea Schütze was born in 1970 and tried her hand at almost every hobby
you can think of. At some point, she stuck with reading and that is why she
loves writing books so much. She lives at the southernmost tip of Germany.
There’s a very special spot there, where you can stand in France, Germany
and Switzerland all at the same time – but only if you have three legs!
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Tina Kraus
Tina Kraus was born in Starnberg in 1985. In 2005, she moved to Münster to
study design at the University of Applied Sciences there. In 2008, she was
nominated for the Paperworld Card Award for innovative greeting card
design. She spent the summer semester at the Duksung Women’s University
in Seoul in South Korea. In 2009, she published her ﬁrst book – the pop-up
book “A for ape, B for bear”. The pop-up project “Circus Zingaro” was her
graduation assignment and earned her a degree in illustration and design
from Münster University in July 2010 with. Since then, she has been working
as a freelance illustrator and paper engineer.
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